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What are the potential impacts of IoT on the individual? For example, will there be specific emotional risks (e.g. solitude, narcissism, depression) that arise from the ubiquity of IoT? Or could it help alleviate loneliness and depression by providing alternative means of interaction?

- Viewed in hindsight, previous attempts to predict the psychological and mental-health related impacts of emerging digital technologies have met with limited success.
  - A clear example of a prediction failure concerns a widely-discussed rise[1-3] in technology-associated narcissism in high income settings[4]. This relates, supposedly, to the rapid rise in technology-enabled opportunities for self-presentation, self-monitoring, social display, etc. Recent research that controls for changes in measurement methods indicates the opposite: young adults, who are heavy users of smartphones, social media and smart home devices, today display lower levels of measured narcissism compared to both earlier peer generations and other contemporary age groups[5]. Further, related concepts, such as entitlement, do not appear to be increasing[6] and there is no evidence that the clinical manifestation of narcissistic personality disorder (stable at 0.5%-1% population point prevalence) is growing[7]. At the least, this should encourage caution over strong claims about fundamental changes in human experience and behaviour driven by new technology.

- Technology-specific impacts can be difficult to disentangle from broader social and cultural shifts. As a result, there are significant challenges of causal attribution.

- From the point of view of identifying the most significant mental health impacts (in terms of public health burden, resource impacts, etc.), it makes sense to focus on technology-related activities/behaviours that are adopted at significant scale. The specifics of these behaviours are key to anticipating consequences on mood, cognition and psychological risk factors. Yet predicting which among multiple competing technologies and their uses will ‘win out’ is a substantial challenge. Examples of hard-to-anticipate phenomena include Pokémon Go, ASMR and ‘unboxing’ videos on YouTube, and the contemporary youth-focused shift to image-based social media. This challenge is clearly relevant to IoT, given both the heterogeneity of technologies that fall under this umbrella term, and its pre/early adoption status.

- As a result, substantial caution is required when considering potential psychological impacts on individuals arising from the spread of IoT. The high degree of associated uncertainty should be clearly represented in any discussion.

- Changes in the privacy landscape and concomitant reality/perception of surveillance arising from ubiquitous IoT technologies in both private and public spaces are relevant from a psychological point of view, but since this is the focus of a separate work package, it is assumed that these are out of scope for this discussion.

- The following are those issues most consistently identified by expert opinion and are consistent with secular trends observed in existing technologies.

- **Psychological consequences, both positive and negative, arising from changing, IoT-mediated opportunities to fulfil the basic human need for social connection[8]**
  e.g. smart city furniture/fabric creating new affordances for interacting with family, friends, and colleagues such as sensor-driven experience sharing or technology-mediated social interactions using shared infrastructure (e.g. public smart screens) versus e.g. reductions in day-to-day casual social interactions driven by technology automation e.g. displacement of humans by self-service automation and, in the future, robotic services.

  Evidence from social media research suggests that:
  - Positive and negative impacts arise principally from within-individual factors. Social IoT technology will not cause people to be happier or more distressed. Rather, it will tend to amplify existing psychological characteristics and risks[9].
Those who experience positive psychological impacts – e.g. greater perceived social connectedness, belonging and self-worth – will be those who can leverage new technologies to reinforce and maintain their existing, real-life social networks[9].

Those who lack such networks will not be able to derive these benefits. Those who rely on casual interactions, e.g. isolated elderly, for the majority of their interpersonal interactions may be particularly at risk from growing IoT-enabled automation in public spaces.

Moreover, social IoT that perpetuates the development of online-only (or, perhaps, bot-driven) relationships may drive negative impacts, such as social isolation and withdrawal, since these relationships ultimately cannot satisfy social connectedness needs in the real world[9]. For example, amongst lonely older adults, greater ICT use predicts poorer psychological adjustment[10].

A greater visibility of performative social displays – for example IoT enabled social interactions in smart urban settings – has the potential to drive negative psychological impacts, such as loneliness, in those who feel excluded or disenfranchised from such interactions.

Social IoT will not fundamentally change the nature or – in terms of the most valued relationships – size of social networks[11]. Although younger people have large social networks, on average, the number of close ties remains unchanged. Mental health relevant interactions, e.g. support in times of significant distress, will continue to rely on interactions amongst a small network of highly trusted friends/family. Digital technologies may create new channels for these interactions but will probably not alter their nature.

Potential consequences arising from a reduction in ‘socially useful ambiguity’[12, 13].

Humans regularly and routinely provide incomplete or inaccurate accounts of their behaviour and motivations for the purposes of navigating social relationships, even with close ties. These partial truths and ‘white lies’ fulfil important social functions[14] to manage others’ perception of ourselves, protect others from hurt/harm, and enable personal autonomy – for example, a teenager attending LGBTQ+ youth group who tells their conservative parents that they are studying with friends.

A growth in sensor-equipped smart fabric in urban, home and workplace settings has the potential to erode this socially useful ambiguity if information about location, behaviour and social interactions becomes available to employers, government and social peers. IoT data itself may be amenable to ambiguous interpretations by different actors[12], increasing scope for disagreement.

Negative psychological impacts may be both acute, e.g. direct social conflict when ambiguity is eroded (the parents who can now directly monitor their teenager’s location) and more insidious, e.g. depression[15] associated with erosion of interpersonal trust driven by societal/workplace cultures in which individuals can be and are increasingly monitored for compliance rather than trusted to do the right thing.

Should smart urban infrastructure reduce the opportunity cost of automatically detecting and penalising minor social infractions (e.g. meter overruns, loud conduct, etc.), perceived benefits must be balanced against the potential effects as a new and potentially coercive stressor on individuals. Any impacts are likely to be disproportionately experienced by marginalised communities already recognised at risk from, e.g. algorithmic biases[16].

Cultural and/or commercial developments that normalise the sharing of detailed personal behavioural information will tend to amplify these consequences. Conversely, strong and user-accessible privacy protections will tend to diffuse them.

Psychological impacts arising from ‘technology foregrounding’[13].

Technology foregrounding describes a shift away from technology artefacts that create a minimal (or only intermittent) attentional burden to those that require routine and significant cognitive resources to set up and maintain. The emergence of smart thermostats...
(compared to their ‘dumb’, single dial predecessors) is an example of technology foregrounding[13].

- The attentional consequence of multiples devices demanding interactions in all aspects of life are a novel potential stressor, although the long-term consequences remain unclear[17].

- Negative impacts are most likely to affect those who lack the cognitive strategies/reserves to effectively manage these demands, for example, those with deficits in attention control[18].

- Evidence about the effects of cognitive overload occupational settings include significant reductions in task performance and productivity, and subjective experience of distress, once burden exceeds a person-specific threshold[19].

- The development of effective automation and smart software agents that reduce technology foreground demands may tend to mitigate this effect in the medium-longer term e.g. Amazon’s ‘Go’ check out experience[20] vs today’s self-checkout terminals.

- Consequences for the significant (and potentially growing) minority who choose to ‘opt out’ of IoT technologies[8].

- Privacy and surveillance concerns and techno-reactionary viewpoints are anticipated to result in a substantial minority of individuals choosing to opt out of IoT-enabled services.

- Potential ‘opt out’ strategies include choosing not to purchase smart devices; refusing or revoking permissions for data to be shared; and using strategies to anonymise identity in public spaces. Technical and legal landscapes will substantially shape the extent to which these strategies are feasible/successful (c.f. rights under GDPR in Europe versus other regimes.)

- Decisions that enable individuals to preserve their sense of autonomy and personal values will tend to drive positive psychological consequences.

- However, the anticipated reconfiguration of public and commercial services around smart infrastructure raises the prospect of negative consequences (e.g. stress, isolation, negative perceptions of marginalisation) when such individuals start to be unable to access services because they do not have the requisite digital identity or behavioural footprint.

- Those opting-out who come from the economic elite will be able to use commercial/political influence to circumvent these limitations. As a result, effects will be disproportionately felt by already marginalised and disenfranchised community members; potentially compounding negative personal/social consequences in these groups.

- New opportunities for mental-health related monitoring and support

- IoT sensing fabric creates new opportunities for behavioural monitoring and feedback that could be used to drive new prevention and self-management services for those with or at risk of mental health conditions[21].

- Growing evidence that digital self-management interventions are effective and safe for treating mild-moderate depression and anxiety (e.g. smartphone apps based on cognitive behavioural therapy[22, 23]), and for helping individuals monitor the symptoms of severe psychiatric disorders such as psychosis.

- Digital phenotyping using smartphone sensors to passively monitor day-to-day behaviour has been used successfully to identify individuals with bipolar disorder at risk of relapse[24], enabling early intervention to minimise symptoms and impact on quality of life. Significant further research and development is required, however, before such services are ready for clinical/public use[25].

- There are substantial implementation challenges concerning how public smart infrastructure could augment these kinds of activities without comprising confidentiality for conditions that remain highly stigmatised and place real limitations on work and lifestyle options (e.g. ability to secure insurance, opportunity to work in certain occupations, etc.)
Looking further ahead, IoT enabled systems also create new opportunities[26] to provide targeted support for those with specific functional limitations, such as cognitive impairments, by detecting deficits and adapting interfaces and functions to user capabilities, e.g. through wearables[27] and personalised virtual agents[28].

Could there be specific childhood or adolescent behavioural problems associated with uptake of IoT?

- 23% of young people in Australia now report symptoms consistent with mental illness and distress[29]. Concern about the potential negative impacts of emerging technologies, such as IoT, is therefore justifiable, particularly given the potential consequences for work, productivity, healthcare utilisation and spend if the burden of mental illness should grow.

- A significant minority of children experience are at risk of – or do experience – social technology-related harms. Specifically:
  
  o Individuals who lack real world social networks/support and are already at risk of isolation do not derive prosocial benefits from social media[9]. They may instead use social technologies to substitute for meaningful real-world relationships, perpetuating isolation.
  
  o Social technologies may augment real world risks and vulnerabilities, for example, social media has effectively extended the scope of childhood bullying beyond the school playground[30]; physical distance is no longer an effective means to protect individuals against these negative impacts.
  
  o Condition-specific social communities can be a source of negative advice, for example, ‘pro-ana’ (anorexia) and ‘cutting’ online communities that provide, at best, mixed messages about the need to stop these behaviours. Where these communities fill an ‘empathy gap’ left by traditional health services[31] then young people are potentially vulnerable to harms.

- To the extent that social IoT broadens the reach of social media into public spaces, this may tend to increase the ways in which vulnerable young people are subject to potentially negative influences. (As noted above, while this may also create new opportunities for positive social interaction, research evidence suggests that some individuals are intrinsically unable to exploit these. The extent to which this is modifiable is not clear but there may be a role for digital literacy education[32].)

- Related to the issue of ‘socially useful ambiguity’[12], specific concern has also been raised about the potential growth in ‘helicopter parenting’[33], in which parents will use IoT technologies to try to optimise the development and educational attainment of their children, for example by monitoring time spent on homework or in physical activity.
  
  o In 2016, 75% of Australian children with symptoms consistent with a mental illness reported coping with stress as something that they were either ‘very’ or ‘extremely’ concerned about[29].
  
  o Overcontrolling parenting has been found to be associated with negative psychological outcomes in later childhood[34].

- Secondary physical effects of smart device interaction, particularly sleep disruption[35], are an importance consideration in childhood and adolescence because of the potential consequences for learning, brain development and the risk of future mental illness. Smart device-associated sleep disruption appears to be prevalent, affecting up to 50% of participants in one study[36].

- ‘Acting out’ and minor social infractions are a common aspect of teenage behaviour and development. The potential to detect (and penalise) these behaviours enabled by IoT sensing in urban fabric[37] deserves careful evaluation. Policing youth behaviours in community spaces has significant potential consequences not for individuals’ life prospects, but also future criminality, their sense of engagement with society, and the extent to which they will try to hide their activities from their parents and other adults[38].
What are some of the measures that should be in place to support healthy usage of IoT devices and technology?

- The availability and implementation of technology designs that promote autonomy and privacy choices will effectively mediate many of the psychological impacts noted above, e.g. socially useful ambiguity, the ability to opt out and the ability to leverage IoT for personal purposes, such as self-monitoring.

- A recurring thread in the issues discussed above is that the ability to derive positive benefits from IoT services is closely linked with existing social capital. To avoid further perpetuating inequalities, IoT services should be explicitly designed to reflect the wishes and needs of diverse groups of citizens. As has now been recognised in the development of machine learning algorithms[16], the potential for bias and inequity should be an explicit design consideration/managed risk.

- It is critical that IoT enabled services that have a mental health component, such as monitoring services, are designed with the risk of mental health crisis in mind.
  - Public space sensors systems should at least consider the feasibility of actively detecting and responding to suicidal behaviour, particularly in high-risk locations.
  - Similarly, IoT-enabled interpersonal services, bots and avatars should be able to respond to expressions of distress appropriately, for example, by offering to provide information about sources of support.

- Explicit consideration should be given to what is lost when public spaces become managed and subject to continuous surveillance/monitoring in terms of the ability and rights of individuals and groups to associate and define the uses of those spaces. Rational algorithms reduce the potential of public space as a theatre for ‘chance encounters’[39]. Explicit ‘privacy zoning’ could be used to define – and socially signal – limits on the types and extent of IoT-enabled monitoring deployed in specific locations.
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